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Cobalt’s New A36 Injects Nimble Performance Into A 35.5-ft. Yacht

Luxury features abound in the versatile A36 modern crossover, which combines the functionality of an openbow motorboat with the convenience of an overnight cruiser.
Neodesha, KS (March 19, 2018) — New from premium luxury manufacturer Cobalt Boats is the Model A36, a deluxe
crossover that shares the handling characteristics of a 25-ft. runabout with the space, beam width and design of a large,
premium yacht. Designed to appeal to a range of family boaters, from weekend watersport enthusiasts to marina-berthed
lake-home owners, the A36 is the latest member of Cobalt’s A Series, which blends cutting-edge design and luxury
appointments. Upholding the Cobalt legacy of performance and handling via an extended running surface that facilitates
quicker planing, surer turns and minimized bow rise, the new A36 is exceptionally stable at high speeds, providing additional
confidence for drivers and unmatched comfort for passengers.
Among the many amenities special to the A Series and the A36 are a distinctive coupe top and an integral-design hydraulic
swim platform. Lowering well below the water’s surface, this platform is an ideal base for recreational activities, while also
serving as a convenient full-beam step leading into the spacious cabin and cockpit. Showcasing the roomy interior design,
deep hull, quality materials and upscale amenities that are the hallmarks of the Cobalt name, the A36 takes luxury
appointments and interface quality to an even higher level. Welcoming its passengers with buttery-soft padded surfaces and
rich interior textures accented with stainless steel cupholders and bow rails, the A36 offers an array of standard upscale
features, from a full instrument package and glass cockpit with digital Spyder controls, to panoramic cabin windows and
premium cabinetry, along with a multimedia entertainment system that incorporates TV, iPod and cable provisioning.
Lasting durability is enhanced by its rock-solid construction, with an all-composite floor and transom, a fiberglass stringer
system and cockpit liner, galvanic protection and a completely hand-laid, Kevlar®-reinforced hull.
“A versatile boat that does everything well, the A36 is a full expression of luxury, quality, performance and customer-centric
design,” said Paxson St. Clair, Cobalt’s President. “From its well-appointed cockpit and cabin to its bow lounges, it was
created to envelop its owners and their guests in an environment that anticipates their every need,” he added.
The A36’s comprehensive list of nearly 50 options further enhances this theme of comfort and convenience, including air
conditioning, a choice of Garmin radar systems, an autopilot, a transom shower, a cockpit refrigerator, a satellite weather
system, a gasoline-powered generator, a VacuFlush toilet with macerator, underwater lighting, a full canvas enclosure
package and even a flagpole. Aimed at meeting the needs and wants of the most discerning boater, the A36 is currently in
production and is available through Cobalt’s World Class Dealer Network.
About Cobalt:
Headquartered in Neodesha, KS, Cobalt Boats LLC, is a publicly owned, industry-leading manufacturer of
luxury family day boats. Combining uncompromising product quality with customer-inspired innovation and value, Cobalt
has earned an international reputation for unmatched customer satisfaction through its World Class Dealer Network. Learn
more at www.cobaltboats.com
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